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Great White

®

Inground Pool Cleaner
by Pentair Water Pool and Spa®

Dirt can’t hide from this hungry guy
Take a big bite out of pool maintenance with the Great
White® automatic pool cleaner from Pentair Water Pool
and Spa®. This hungry guy is on the prowl scouring the
depths for dirt and grime. Unlike other cleaners, the
Great White scrubs and
vacuums away the toughest
dirt. Its patented bristledrive mechanism has the
strength to knock loose
the most stubborn dirt,
while the powerful
vacuum action whisks
away small and large debris.

G The

Great White is good to go right from the box.
Just attach the hose and it’s ready for action.

G

Nothing gets by this guy. The Great White is designed to
be constantly on the move and will cover every corner
of your pool in search of its next meal.

G Works

in virtually all pool shapes and sizes – cleans walls
and floors.

G

Rugged-built thermoplastic construction ensures years
of reliable service.

Nothing rivals the sheer power of the Great White.
It’s the ultimate cleaning machine.
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Great White Inground Pool Cleaner
®

The bottom line
The Great White is well-suited for dish-, incline-, and
hopper-bottom pools.
Spot cleaning
Exclusive UniDapt ™ handle telepole adapter allows you
to manually direct to stubborn spots.
Big appetite
15" cleaning path makes quick work of pool cleaning.
A clean sweep
Bristle brush design easily loosens dirt from pool surfaces.

A powerful predator of dirt
The Great White ® is a truly awesome cleaner in a sea of weak
“wannabes”. Nothing quite compares to the Great White’s ability
to make dirt disappear. And it’s fast! The unique bristle drive
keeps this predator on its mission to cover your entire pool
quickly and efficiently.
Big appetite
The Great White cuts a 15" cleaning path
and effectively cleans gunite, fiberglass, vinyl
and other specialty surfaces.

Fast, easy set-up
Simply remove the Great White from the
box, attach the hose, place him in the water
and you’re ready to relax.
Ready to go
The cleaner comes fully equipped for immediate
use. Also includes the exclusive UniDapt ™
telepole adapter for spot clean-ups.
Two-year limited warranty. See warranty for details.

Dirt can’t hide
Moves easily into hard-to-reach spots.
Unique turning mechanism allows escape
from difficult areas.

Available from:

Quick, complete coverage
The cleaner is smoothly propelled by
the patented bristle drive for quick and
thorough cleaning.

Pentair Pool Products®
800.831.7133
www.pentairpool.com

Sta-Rite®
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www.staritepool.com
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